
   

3M™ PELTOR™ WS™ LiteCom Plus Headset is a hearing protector with an integrated analog two-way 
radio, Bluetooth® communication, and a noise-cancelling speech microphone to deliver a wireless 
hands-free protective communication solution. The environmental listening technology assists workers 
to hear environmental sounds in low noise and helps provide protection when it’s loud. 

3M™ PELTOR™ WS™ LiteCom  
Plus Headset 
Smart solutions, easy communication



Product Number 3M I.D. Style Color Description NRR

MT73H7A4610WS6NA 7100204433 Headband Navy Blue
3M™ PELTOR™ WS™ LiteCom Plus Headset, Headband, 
MT73H7A4610WS6NA, 1 EA/CS

27 dB

MT73H7B4610WS6NA 7100204390 Neckband Navy Blue
3M™ PELTOR™ WS™ LiteCom Plus Headset, Neckband, 
MT73H7B4610WS6NA, 1 EA/CS

27 dB

MT73H7P3E4610WS6NA 7100204436
Hard Hat 
Attached

Navy Blue
3M™ PELTOR™ WS™ LiteCom Plus Headset, Hard Hat Attached, 
MT73H7P3E4610WS6NA, 1 EA/CS

25 dB

3M™ PELTOR™ WS™ LiteCom Plus Headset

The 3M™ PELTOR™ WS™ LiteCom Plus Headset is a next generation protective communication solution. The analog UHF two-way 
radio enables clear, hands-free communication in high levels of noise. With Bluetooth® multipoint connectivity, the headset can be 
simultaneously connected to two Bluetooth® enabled devices. And with the noise-cancelling boom microphone that carries a  
water- and dust-proof IP68 rating, workers can have clear, hands-free communication in noisy and harsh environments.  

All settings and controls on the 3M PELTOR WS LiteCom Plus Headset are designed to be intuitively simple.

Stainless Steel Wire Headband 
Wire headband offers comfortable 
pressure during prolonged usage.

Hearing Protection 
Noise attenuating headset helps 
provide hearing protection in 
environments with potentially 
hazardous noise.

Environmental Listening Technology
Assists workers to hear environmental 
sounds in low noise and helps provide 
protection when it’s loud. 

Analog Two-Way Communication 
Radio 

With 22 pre-programmed FRS 

channels.

Noise Cancelling Waterproof  
Speech Microphone 
Helps provide communication in noisy 
and demanding environments.

Voice Operated Transmission  
Voice operated transmission (VOX) for hands free 
operation in high noise environments. 

External Connection Jack 
External connection jack provides 
the possibility to connect an 
external communication device via 
a cable.

Bluetooth® Connectivity 
Multipoint, for simultaneous, 
seamless connection to 
external devices using 
Bluetooth® technology.

3M™ PELTOR™ WS™  
LiteCom Plus Headset 
Models: 
 
Headband   
MT73H7A4610WS6NA 

Neckband  
MT73H7B4610WS6NA 

Hard Hat Attached 
MT73H7P3E4610WS6NA

3M Personal Safety Division
3M Center,
Building 235-2NW-70 St. Paul,
MN 55144-1000, 3M.com/Hearing
For more Information:
Technical Service 1-800-243-4630
Customer Service 1-800-328-1667

3M PSD products are for occupational use only.
U.S. EPA specifies the NRR as the measure of hearing 
protector noise reduction. However, 3M makes no 
warranties as to the suitability of the NRR for this purpose. 
3M strongly recommends personal fit testing of hearing 
protectors. Research suggests that users may receive less 
noise reduction than indicated by the attenuation label 
value(s) on the packaging due to variation in fit, fitting 
skill, and motivation of the user. Refer to applicable  
regulations for guidance on how to adjust attenuation 
label values. It is recommended that the NRR be reduced 
by 50% to better estimate typical workplace protection. 

Always read and follow User Instructions.
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